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Abstract

Nowadays multi-robot systems (MRS) are becoming more and more popular in

the industrial field taking advantage of its improved robustness and efficiency

compared to single-robot systems. In fact, many tasks, such as object

transportation, can benefit from MRS’s flexibility and reliability to extend the

load-carrying capacity. Above all, mobile manipulators, essentially any type of

arm mounted in a base capable to move in the ground, are the most suitable to

emulate humanbehaviour since permit to take, carry and leave any type of object

without substantial changes in the environment. In this work, a centralized

controller for three mobile manipulators is proposed to provide the reference

velocities for each arm grasping the object and a fixed formation for the bases

is exploited to carry and keep it in the center. The object position displacement

w.r.t. the initial position is used to move the bases of the manipulators in the

direction of the displacement. In this way, the higher controller only has to

move the object w.r.t. the bases to control the velocity of the entire formation.

Furthermore, this approach allows a human to directly command the formation,

by acting as the higher controller, pushing or pulling the object. Experiments

using Hebi Rosies mobile manipulators are demonstrated in order to validate

the theory.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and State of the Art

Cooperation and coordination of multi-robot systems have been the focus of

significant research efforts in recent years. It is becoming more and more

common to substitute huge and expensive robots withmultiple tiny ones, whose

production can be standardized in order to decrease costs [13]. An example can

be found in [14], where Multi Agent System (MAS) is applied to a real-world

production line for automotive transmission forks. Besides this, multi-robot

systems can perform tasks more efficiently than a single robot or accomplish

tasks not executable by a single one [4]. Moreover, other advantages can

also be supplied like increasing tolerance to possible vehicle fault, providing

flexibility to the task execution, or taking advantage of distributed sensing

and actuation. One area that can benefit from these improvements is the

transportation manufacturing industry, in which a single mobile robot can no

longer meet the requirements of some tasks in many cases [32].

In summary, there are two distinct categories of cooperative transportation:

pushing only strategies and grasping strategies, where both pushing and pulling

are allowed [26]. The first one usually is characterized by cheaper hardware,

since the mobile robotic bases don’t need to be equipped with expensive

and precise robotic arms and End-Effector (EE)s. Nevertheless, a more

sophisticated controller must be designed to keep contact with the transported

object by the robots. A novel control architecture is discussed in [19], in
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

which cluster space control to maintain formation and explicit force control are

combined to transport an object. The proposed architecture was shown to be

capable of dynamically controlling the desired locations of the robots relative to

the box to improve the ability to turn. The second method, on the other hand,

involves employing certain EEs to grab the object. In this way, the object is

always attached to each arm and it’s easier to develop a controller to manipulate

it. This is the approach that will be adopted for this project. Other works that

resort to this approach are [30] and [29], where a push-pull strategy based on

force control is presented.

Another aspect that must be considered concerns the communication between

the robots, which can be full, partial, or zero. In the third case is appropriate

to refer to it as implicit communication, in which the robots can’t directly send

messages or share their own position with the others, but is possible to structure

a communication based on the movements of the other robots [22],[30].

Exploiting the same advantages ofmultiple robots w.r.t. a single one, the control

and estimation can be split too. Dividing in this way between all the robots, the

computational power increases, and robustness is improved. These approaches

are named decentralized and in [1] and [25] two different implementations are

showed.

First of all, in order to move the entire formation, a high-level controller is

required to find a path to reach the target position in which the object should be

offloaded. In [28] and [31] an Artificial Potential Field (APF) method is applied

in order to resolve the path planning problem. In APF, obstacles and the robots

are modeled as electrical charges of the same sign, instead, the target position

is considered as a charge with the opposite sign. In this way is possible to find a

path to the target point avoiding collisions with obstacles, following the gradient

of the potential field. It is shown in [27] how this concept can be applied to

collaborative transportation. However, this approach is only able to find local

minima and so stuck phenomena can arise frequently. To overcome this issue

many techniques can be exploited, such as adding a virtual obstacle in presence

of local minima to escape from there [21].

Instead of minimizing an artificial electric field, other techniques are based

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

on finding an optimal control input w.r.t. a cost function, as presented in

[12]. Moreover, the cost function can be subject to constraints, equalities or

inequalities that must be satisfied inside the minimization problem. These

can be related to limitations of the maximum velocities of the robots or can

be established to avoid collisions with the obstacles. On the other hand, this

technique is very sensitive to uncertainties in the knowledge of the robot’smodel

and object’s parameters. Furthermore precise and expensive force sensors are

required in a real implementation.

The proposed controller is based on resolving some optimization problems too,

but resorting to a pipeline control strategy based on many Model Predictive

Control (MPC)s that work in cascade.

As well as becoming faster, stronger, and less expensive, the next generation of

robots has to take on a new challenge: working in direct contact with humans

[20].In fact, due to the elderly population dominance of most industrialized

nations, the desire to automate routine daily tasks, and the scarcity or high cost

of local human expertise, the application domains for robotics are expanding

from factories to human environments.

Figure 1.0.1 shows different scenes of collaboration and interaction between

robots and an operator. In this work, the presence of a human operator is

exploited to control the entire formation through smallmovements of the object,

while this is lifted by the robots.

1.1 Problem

First, a centralized controller that coordinates the three robotsmoving them as a

single unit while manipulating the object to be transported must be constructed

in order to facilitate cooperation amongst the robots. The focus of this work’s

second section will be on information exchange, specifically between robots

and a human operator. The literature describes various methods of robot-

robot communication, as was mentioned in the introduction. This is essential

while working alongside humans and operating outside of manufacturing lines.

However, it is still difficult to establish an implicit non-verbal communication

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

Figure 1.0.1: Different types of collaborative transportation and human
interaction [6]

between a robot and an operator. In [11] the role of learning is exploited. To

summarize, an answer to the following question will be presented in this work:

”How can the human operator coordinate the robots to move together and

transmit directions to the formation in order to move each robot and the object

being carried?”

1.2 Outline

In this section, a brief explanation of the work’s structure is presented. Starting

from section 2, formulas, theorems, and proofs will be covered in detail to

provide basic theoretic knowledge to the reader in order to understand the next

computations. In particular, two theoretical areas will be summarized. The first

one concerns the derivation of the arm dynamics and how to use that to develop

a controller for the arm in the Cartesian space. In the second part, the MPC

strategy and the related proof of stability will be presented.

Section 3 provides an overview of the Robotic Operating System (ROS)

environment, the models of the mobile base and the arm, and the real hardware

specifications of the motors adopted in the experimental setup. A low-level

control strategy related to the robotic arm, with proof of stability, will be also

presented.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

In Section 4 the proposed controller, with a pipeline structure, is explained,

resorting also to the real implementation in the ROS environment.

Section 5 will cover all the appropriate experiments, useful to validate some

aspect of the controller in its part, to get to the end of the complete test in which

the whole controller is working. Other experiments are conducted to investigate

human collaboration and obstacle avoidance. The last section 6will conclusively

provide a short recap of the work, leading to a discussion of the results and to

some consideration and improvements for future research.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, a detailed description of the degree project’s background is

presented. Relevant theorem and proof, useful to better understand the basis

of the controller, are provided too.

In the first part, a description of the arm dynamics is provided and will be used

to develop a controller. A review of Lyapunov stability theory is also presented

since adopted in 3 to prove the stability of the proposed arm controller. Instead,

the second section offers theMPC strategy’s foundations, describing the benefits

w.r.t. classical state-space-model-based controllers and PIDs.

2.1 Arm dynamics

The generic dynamical model of the i th robotic arm, with ni Degree of Freedom

(DOF), can be formulated, according to Newton Lagrange Formulation, as the

following :

M i(qi)q̈i +Ci(qi, q̇i)q̇i + F iq̇i + gi(qi) = τi − JT
A−i(qi)fe−i (2.1)

where qi ∈ Rniis the joint position vector, τi ∈ Rniis the joint torque vector,

Mi(qi) ∈ Rni × Rni is the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix,Ci(qi, q̇i) ∈
Rni × Rni is the centrifugal and Coriolis terms matrix, Fi(qi) ∈ Rni × Rni is the

6



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

matrix modeling viscous friction, gi(qi) ∈ Rni is the vector of gravity terms, and

fe−i ∈ R6 is the vector of interaction forces between the robot’s end-effector and

the environment.

From this time forth, since all the arms have the same structure and so

apparently identical, considering that also the dynamics of each doesn’t affect

the behaviour of the others, the i subscript can be neglected and a generic arm

can be considered for the future discussions.

For the purpose of this work, the most important matrix to be evaluated is the

analytical Jacobian JA(q) that can be derived as:

x = k(q) =

2666666666664

x

y

z

ϕ

ψ

θ

3777777777775
JA(q) =

∂k(q)

∂q
=

2666666666664

∂x
∂q1

∂x
∂q2

∂x
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂x
∂qn

∂y
∂q1

∂y
∂q2

∂y
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂y
∂qn

∂z
∂q1

∂z
∂q2

∂z
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂z
∂qn

∂ϕ
∂q1

∂ϕ
∂q2

∂ϕ
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂ϕ
∂qn

∂θ
∂q1

∂θ
∂q2

∂θ
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂θ
∂qn

∂ψ
∂q1

∂ψ
∂q2

∂ψ
∂q3

. . . . . . ∂ψ
∂qn

3777777777775
(2.2)

This matrix is fundamental since provides the direction in the joint space Rni

that minimizes the error between the actual EE position and the target one in

the Cartesian space.

Applying Taylor expansion to the previous:

xd = k(q) = lim
qk→q

k(qk) + JA(q
k)(q − qk) + o||q − qk||2 (2.3)

xd ≈ k(qk) + JA(q
k)(q − qk) (2.4)

and applying JA
† = JT

A(JA JA
T
)−1 on both sides, an iterative formula can be

obtained :

q(k + 1) = q(k) + JA
†(xd − k(q(k))) (2.5)

also rewritten as :

q̃ = JA
†(x) (2.6)
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In comparison to other techniques, such as those based on the transposition

of the Jacobian, this controller formula is shown in [24] to have a quadratic

convergent rate, making it faster. On the other hand, this technique suffers

the presence of singularities and works properly as long as x is close enough

to xd.

2.1.1 Lyapunov Stability

The following background information, extracted from [18], about various types

of stability and Lyapunov technique is reported in order to assess the stability of

the suggested controller, which will be presented in section 3.

Equilibrium points

Consider a dynamical system which satisfies:

ẋ = f(x, t) x (t0) = x0 x ∈ Rn (2.7)

Assume that f(x, t) satisfies the standard conditions for the existence and

uniqueness of solutions, i.e. f(x, t) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to x,

uniformly in t, and piecewise continuous in t. Consider x∗ = 0 is an equilibrium

point for the system.

Definition 1 (Lyapunov stability).

The equilibrium point x∗ = 0 is stable (in the sense of Lyapunov) at t = t0 if for

any ϵ > 0 there exists a δ (t0, ϵ) > 0 such that

∥x (t0)∥ < δ =⇒ ∥x(t)∥ < ϵ, ∀t ≥ t0.

Lyapunov stability is a very mild requirement on equilibrium points. For

instance, in a real case, it means that a robot arm is guaranteed to stay

inside the target position’s boundaries but not to reach the desired location.

The differences between Lyapunov stability and the asymptotic one (described

above) are illustrated visually in 2.1.1.

8



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Definition 2 (Asymptotic stability).

An equilibrium point x∗ = 0 is asymptotically stable at t = t0, if x∗ = 0 is stable

and x∗ = 0 is locally attractive, i.e. there exists δ (t0) such that:

∥x (t0)∥ < δ =⇒ lim
t→∞

x(t) = 0

Since they describe how a system acts while it is getting close to equilibrium, the

definitions 2 and 1 are considered local definitions. An equilibrium point x∗ is

referred to as globally stable if it remains stable under all initial conditions x0 in

Rn.

-4 4x

4

-4

ẋ

4

-4

ẋ

x-0.4 0.4

ẋ

0.4

-0.4
-4 4x

(a) Stable in the sense of Lyapunov

(b) Asymptotically stable (c) Unstable (saddle)

Figure 4.7: Phase portraits for stable and unstable equilibrium points.

of uniformity are only important for time-varying systems. Thus, for
time-invariant systems, stability implies uniform stability and asymptotic
stability implies uniform asymptotic stability.

It is important to note that the definitions of asymptotic stability do
not quantify the rate of convergence. There is a strong form of stability
which demands an exponential rate of convergence:

Definition 4.3. Exponential stability, rate of convergence
The equilibrium point x∗ = 0 is an exponentially stable equilibrium point
of (4.31) if there exist constants m,α> 0 and ε > 0 such that

‖x(t)‖ ≤ me−α(t−t0)‖x(t0)‖ (4.34)

for all ‖x(t0)‖ ≤ ε and t ≥ t0. The largest constant α which may be
utilized in (4.34) is called the rate of convergence.

Exponential stability is a strong form of stability; in particular, it im-
plies uniform, asymptotic stability. Exponential convergence is important
in applications because it can be shown to be robust to perturbations and
is essential for the consideration of more advanced control algorithms,

45

Figure 2.1.1: Phase portraits for stable and unstable equilibrium points.

Lyapunov’s direct method

Lyapunov’s direct method permits access to a system’s stability without

explicitly integrating the differential equation 2.7. The approach is a

generalization of the notion that if a system contains some ”measure of energy”,

9



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

stability can be determined by looking at the rate at which the system’s energy

changes. Resorting to the well-known definitions of positive definite, locally

positive definite, and decrescent functions the next theorem is stated.

Theorem 1 (Basic theorem of Lyapunov).

Let V (x, t) be a non-negative function with derivative V̇ (x, t) along the

trajectories of the system, namely :

V̇
���
ẋ=f(x,t)

=
∂V

∂t
+
∂V

∂x
f.

1. If V (x, t) is locally positive definite and V̇ (x, t) ≤ 0 locally in x and for all

t, then the origin of the system is locally stable (in the sense of Lyapunov).

2. If V (x, t) is locally positive definite and decrescent, and V̇ (x, t)≤0 locally

in x and for all t, then the origin of the system is uniformly locally stable

(in the sense of Lyapunov).

3. If V (x, t) is locally positive definite and decrescent, and −V̇ (x, t) is

locally positive definite, then the origin of the system is uniformly locally

asymptotically stable.

4. If V (x, t) is positive definite and decrescent, and −V̇ (x, t) is positive

definite, then the origin of the system is globally uniformlyasymptotically

stable.

2.2 Model Predictive Control

MPC is a class of control algorithms built on the knowledge of the systemmodel.

The first approaches based on state space model theory, Linear Quadratic

Regulator (LQR) and Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator (LQGR), showed

that a linear time-invariant state feedback control is the optimal controller for a

linear time-invariant MIMO system. A number of very desirable characteristics

of this linear feedback control law, such as existence, uniqueness, and

asymptotic stability have been demonstrated and a clear formula, reasonably

10



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

simple to calculate, is given for the feedback gain.

However, it only ended up being used in a very small number of actual

implementations. The primary cause of that is due to practical considerations; in

fact, LQR regulators may severely malfunction in the presence of non-linearities

like input saturation (which are frequently present in real applications) and

under conditions of constraints like state or control limitations required to

achieve the desired goal. Talking instead about robustness, it is immediately

noticeable that, in comparison to the other optimum strategies stated above,

MPC has instantaneous feedback from the plant.LQR is a closed loop approach

too, since the sequence of inputs is a sequence of gains that multiply the

actual state error, but once computed offline, these gains are fixed and will be

adopted without any possible modifications in real-time. This can lead to poor

performance if the model is not very accurate or if disturbances are present. As

will be discussed below, MPC, may totally solve these circumstances and get

around these restrictions by calculating a new control gains sequence at each

new iteration.

2.2.1 Receding Horizon principle

Starting from the knowledge of the model is possible to make predictions at

each iteration about future plant outputs. In particular, the number of steps

of looking ahead, in a discrete version of the algorithm, is indicated with N

and represents the prediction horizon. Then the optimization problem is solved

based onmeasured input data and the prediction of the output for different input

scenarios. This procedure is repeated at each new time step while satisfying a set

of constraints. The resultant optimal control sequence [u(t)⋆, u(t + 1)⋆ . . . u(t +

N)⋆] is applied to only the next time step, i.e. only the first input u(t)⋆ is adopted,

while the MPC is solving the optimization problem again to drive the predicted

plant outputs as close as possible to the desired references. This approach is the

so-called Receding Horizon and image 2.2.1 displays how it works.

By this iterative strategy, MPC has the ability to anticipate and optimize the

11



CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 2.2.1: Reciding Horizon visual representation [10]

future process trajectory and can take control actions accordingly, before the

process actually arrives at this future point.

The two different approaches involved in this work, the well-known PID

controller and the MPC algorithm, are compared in figure 2.2.2. While PID

is widely adopted for its simplicity and for the possibility of tuning empirically

without a model of the plant, MPC can achieve high control performance in

terms of efficiency and tracking. Furthermore, w.r.t. PID, its easier handling

of constraints and competing objectives as well as the tuning of the controller

that is more intuitive [17].

Figure 2.2.2: Comparison between PID controller and MPC

To make the technique work, it is important to explain the criteria required

to deal with the two additional challenges that occur with this approach:

stability and persistent feasibility. The concept of ”stability” refers to Lyapunov

12
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stability, but ”persistent feasibility”means that the controller controller provides

feasibility for all future steps (i.e. there is a feasible ”solution for all future

steps”).

First of all, basic formulations with proof of stability is presented.

Given the generic discrete state space model:

x(t+ 1) = Ax(t) +Bu(t) (2.8)

where the two terms represent respectively the system’s unforced and forced

state evolution. The control input u(t) is provided by minimizing the cost

function J w.r.t all the sequence of the inputs from u(t) to u(t+N) :

min
u
V (t) =min

u

t+NX
τ=t+1

J(τ)

s.t. x(τ + 1) = Ax(τ) +Bu(τ)

considering : J(τ) =(x(τ)− xd)TQ(x(τ)− xd)T + u(τ − 1)TRu(τ − 1)

(2.9)

where xd is the target state andQ,R are the weight matrices.

The predictive system can be modeled as :

X = Gx(t) +HU + Fu(t) (2.10)

where

X =

26664
x(t+ 1)

...

x(t+N)

37775 U =

26664
u(t+ 1)

...

u(t+N)

37775 G =

26664
A
...

An

37775 (2.11)

H =

26666664
0 0 . . . 0

B 0 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

AN−2B AN−3B . . . 0

37777775 F =

26666664
B

AB
...

AN−1B

37777775 (2.12)
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and so the 2.9 can be rewritten as :

min
u
V (t) =min

u
XT Q̄X + UT R̄U

s.t. X = Gx(t) +HU + Fu(t)
(2.13)

where Q̄ and R̄ are the block diagonal matrices in which the blocks in the

diagonal are respectively N timesQ and N timesR.

With this formulation, the problem is a Quadratic Problem (QP) and so can be

solved resorting to the Riccati equation.

However addingmore constraints, as was done in the next sections, the problem

is nomore linear, so other solution approachesmust be exploited. The following

theorem states that also in the case of non-linearity, due to the constraints, is

possible to find a solution that leads to the stability (see [7] for a more in-depth

explanation).

Theorem 2 (Maciejowski).

Given an MPC algorithm, namely the receding horizon method is applied

with only the first input element used from the optimization problem, if the

constraints are feasible, and assuming that x(t + N) = 0 and u(t + N) = 0,

J(x, u) ≥ 0 and J(x, u) = 0 iff x = 0 and u = 0, then x = 0 is a stable point and

the optimization problem in 2.8 is feasible and solved in each step.

Proof. Let V ∗
0 (t) be the optimal value of V (t) corresponding to the optimal input

signal u∗0. Clearly, V
∗
0 (t) ≥ 0 andV ∗

0 (t) = 0 only if x(t) = 0. In fact if x(t) = 0, then

the optimal solution is to set u(t+ i) = 0 for all i. To show that V ∗
0 (t+1) ≤ V ∗

0 (t),

14
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and hence that V ∗
0 (t) is a Lyapunov function, let consider:

V ∗
0 (t+ 1) =min

u

NX
i=1

J(x(t+ 1 + i), u(t+ i))

=min
u

"
NX
i=1

J(x(t+ i), u(t− 1 + i))− J(x(t+ 1), u(t))

#
+ J(x(t+ 1 +N), u(t+N))

≤− J (x(t+ 1), u∗0(t)) + V ∗
0 (t)+

min
u

[J(x(t+ 1 +N), u(t+N))]

since the optimum cannot be worse that keeping the optimal solution found at

time t. But assuming as terminal constraint x(k + N) = 0, thus u (t+Np) = 0

and remain at x = 0. This gives

min
u
{J(x(k + 1 +N), u(k +N))} = 0

Since J (x(k), u∗0(k) ≥ 0 , then

V ∗
0 (k + 1) ≤ V ∗

0 (k)

and therefore, V ∗
0 (k) is a Lyapunov function.

Proved the stability, persistent feasibility should be to discussed. Considering

Xk as the set of all feasible states at prediction step k, some useful definition are

provided in the following :

Definition 3 (MPC persistent feasibility).

Starting from any initial state x(0) ∈ X0 persistent feasibility is achieved

if, under MPC control law, feasibility is guaranteed at all time (i.e. x(t) ∈
X0 ∀k ∈ Z+).

Definition 4 (Control Invariant set).

15
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A set C ⊆ X is called a Control Invariant set for a dynamic system if

x(t) ∈ C ⇒ ∃u(t) ∈ U s.t. f(x(t), u(t)) ∈ C, ∀t ∈ Z+

The next theorem is rapidly defined with the help of these premises.

Theorem 3.

If Xf is control invariant, then the receding horizon optimization algorithm is

persistently feasible.

Proof. considering XN = Xf the set of all feasible states at prediction step N ,

since XN is control invariant, namely ∃u ∈ U s.t. f(x, u) ∈ XN , XN ⊆ XN−1.

Proceeding at the same way XN ⊆ XN−1 ⊆ XN−2 · · · ⊆ X0. So for any x ∈ X0,

applying the first input u0 fromMPC control law, x(1) = f(x, u0) ∈ X1 ⊆ X0 and

so on obtaining x(t) ∈ X0∀t ∈ Z+

2.2.2 MPC discretization

In order to implement a feasible algorithm, a discretization of continuous

implementation of a real plant model as:

ẋ = Ax+Bu

must be considered. Given a time step ∆t, a first simple discretization consists

of applying the Euler method:

x(k + 1) = x(k) + (Ax(k) +Bu(k) )∆t (2.14)

Runge–Kutta discretization

Instead of Euler method, a more sophisticated discretization, the Runge-Kutta,

also known as ”RK4”, is proposed [2]. Given a generic function :

dy

dt
= f(t, y), y(0) = y0 (2.15)
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is possible to rewrite the next state y(k+1) as the previous one plus a summation

of 4 weighted terms. In this method, to have consistency, the sum of the weights

must be unitary.

y(k + 1) = y(k) +
1

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)∆t (2.16)

with : k1 = f(t, y(k))

k2 = f(t+ ∆t
2
, y(k) + k1

∆t
2
)

k3 = f(t+ ∆t
2
, y(k) + k2

∆t
2
)

k4 = f(t+∆t, y(k) + k3∆t)

An example is shown in figure 2.2.3. Applying the previous to the 2.8 and

exploiting the linearity of the function f() :

x(k + 1) = x(k) +
1

6
(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)∆t (2.17)

with : k1 = Ax(k) +Bu(k)

k2 = A(x(k) + k1
∆t
2
) +Bu(k)

= Ax(k) + ∆t
2
A2x(k) + ∆t

2
ABu(k) +Bu(k)

= (In +
∆t
2
A)Ax(k) + (In +

∆t
2
A)Bu(k)

= (In +
∆t
2
A)k1 so with the same procedure:

k3 = (In +
∆t
2
A)k2

k4 = (In +∆tA)k3

17
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k2 * 𝚫t/3

k4

k3 * 𝚫t/3

k4 * 𝚫t/6

RK1

k3
k2

k1

k1 * 𝚫t/6 

t +𝚫 t/3 t +𝚫tt

y(t)

y(t+𝚫t)

y(t+𝚫t)RK4 

y(t+𝚫t)RK1 

Figure 2.2.3: Runge–Kutta method compared to Euler one.

A recursive and thus computationally efficient formula for determining all the

terms of the summation can be found. Because it is a fourth-order method,

the approximation is more precise, and the truncation error is on the order of

O(∆t5). It is important to recognize that this formulation can be generalized to

any number of terms within the summation, and thus the ”RK1” version, which

considers only the term k1 with a unitary coefficient for that term, is equivalent

to using Euler’s approach. Figure 2.2.3 demonstrates why the discretization

computed using the 4th order technique is more precise than the Euler method.

Below an algorithmic implementation of the previous discrete MPC-based

controller is proposed (algorithm 1 ).
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Algorithm 1MPC algorithm

Require: t = 0, T, δxd, f(x, u) ▷ time,time step,prediction horizon, target

position, dynamics

U ← vect(u(t), u(t+ 1), . . . , u(t+ T ))

X ← vect(x(t), x(t+ 1), . . . , x(t+ T )

while ||x̂− xd|| ≤ treshold do

x̂← x(t) ▷measure actual state

find U to minimize J(X,U)

subject to : X(0) = x̂ , x(t+ 1) = f(x(t), u(t))

u⋆ ← U(0) apply x⋆ to the system for a time δ

t← t+ δ

end while

It is critical to remember that a termination condition is introduced to the

algorithm in order to stop it. In practice, this is essential to limiting oscillations

around the final state, especially when a lot of effort is expended to reduce state

error.
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Chapter 3

Methods and Tools

This section describes the environment used to design the controller as well as

the relevant models and hardware adopted to implement these controllers.

ROS is involved in the development of the entire controller structure. This is

primarily due to the ease with which different hardware can be used and made

towork together at the same time. WithROS, it is possible to connect theMotion

Capture System (MCS), which provides the position of all the objects, to the PCs

inside the mobile robots (called Robot Control Computers and equipped with

Ubuntu) and the lab PC (Development Computer), which runs all the scripts

concerning the task menage control.

Following a brief explanation of how ROS works, the model of the mobile base

is presented, along with the related formulas that associate the speeds of the

wheels with the velocity of the body.

Similarly, after some details about the motor used in the project, the Carthesian

controller developed for the arm is explained and its stability is demonstrated.

The MCS behavior is described in the final section.

3.1 Environment : ROS

ROS is a set of open-source software libraries designed to provide services such

as low-level device control, message-passing between processes, and hardware
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abstraction.

Each process is represented in the graph structure as a node. The edges that

connect the nodes instead are called topics. In order to start a communication,

a node can publish some data in a topic, and each other node can subscribe to

that topic to read the information. This decentralized architecture lends itself

well to robots, which often consist of a subset of networked computer hardware.

Nevertheless, to set up peer-to-peer communication, aMaster nodemust always

be present. This is useful for setting up node-to-node communication for topics

and controlling parameter server updates. The principle of working in this

environment is depicted graphically in Figure 3.1.1.

Figure 3.1.1: Ros structure and working behavior

Each node can be written in either the C++ or Python programming languages.

In this work, only Python will be adopted.

The scripts the contain the instructions to run the nodes are usually incorporated

in packages, where a file called CMakeList.txt contains the set of directives

and instructions describing source files and targets of the package (executable,

library and messages). For further information about ROS see introduction in

[23].

Going into full depth of this work, the ROS distribution employed is ROS

1 with versions Melodic for the Development Computer and Noetic for the

Robot Control Computer. Aside from all the code developed individually in a

customized package , this project makes extensive use of the package already

produced by Hebi robotics to handle and control the motors, relying on the
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equipped sensors and the already implemented inner controller.

When it comes to Python libraries, in addition to the commonly used NumPy,

SciPy and Pandas, RosPy, which is required to code with ROS, and Casadi1, a

symbolic toolbox essential formanaging derivatives and optimisation problems,

must be included.

3.2 Model : Omni Base

The base is a holonomic drive system since it is equipped with omni wheels

(figure 3.2.1). Themovement across all the directions is possible by the presence

of small discs (called rollers) around the circumference which are perpendicular

to the turning direction. In figure 3.2.2 is shown the structure of the base with

the velocities of each wheel and, accordingly, the velocity of the base.

From the following equations for the forward kinematic:

V m
x =

2V2 − V1 − V3
3

V m
y =

√
3V3 −

√
3V1

3

ωp =
V1 + V2 + V3

3L

(3.1)

is possible to derive, for the inverse dynamics :

V1 = −
V m
x

2
−
√
3V m

y

2
+ Lωp

V2 = V m
x + Lωp

V3 = −
V m
x

2
+

√
3V m

y

2
+ Lωp

(3.2)

1for more details see Casadi’s web page : https://web.casadi.org/
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Furthermore, it is useful to calculate the body velocity in relation to the

world:

V B =

2664
V m
x

V m
y

ωp

3775 V W = Rz (θ)V
B (3.3)

Figure 3.2.1: Graphical representation of an omni wheel

Thus, inside the base is already implemented a controller that takes as an input

the velocity V B and provides the velocities for each wheel. The wheel velocities

are directly sent to the inner controller inside eachmotor, the same type ofmotor

used for the arm in figure 3.3.3.

120°

L
ωp

V1

V3

V2

VwVx

θ VmVx

VwVy
VmVy

Figure 3.2.2: Geometry structure of the mobile base

There are some reasons why these types of wheels are not widely used in

industry, with the simpler ”turtle-bot” structure being preferred. This is
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primarily due to cost, as omni wheels are more expensive and less durable than

standard wheels. Another reason is inefficiencies caused by energy loss in a

direction normal to the movements through the peripheral rollers [5]. Even

through the above, to provide a simpler experimental environment, these are

widely used in laboratories.

3.3 Model : Arm

The robotic arm under consideration for this work is an articulated 6 DOF robot

with only revolute joints. The structure is essentially the same as A-2085-

06-6DoF X-Series-Arm, proposed on the Hebi robotics web site (see [8] for

complete assembly instructions), with a few exceptions, such as the absence of

a gas spring and a different type of EE.

According to the Denavit-Hartenberg convention, the disposition of the motors

and relative reference frames is shown in figure 3.3.1.

The reference frame attached tom5 deviates from the convention and is chosen

to be aligned with the base frame when the arm is in the home configuration.

Another aspect to take into account is that 6 DOF is the bare minimum for the

complete manipulation of an object, as it allows the controller to move the EE in

the 3D environment with any possible orientation in the three axis. From Hebi,

some example code are provided in https://github.com/HebiRobotics/hebi_

cpp_api_ros_examples, where the ROS package hebi_cpp_api_ros_examples

is adopted in this project to provide the low level controller of the base and the

arm. The details of themotors and the networkwill be explained in the following

section.
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Figure 3.3.1: Arm model with the reference frames of each joint reported.

3.3.1 Hebi motors

HEBImodules areEthernet-capable devices that can be used to construct a robot

or an automated system. These modules include physical motion actuators,

namely the motors employed for this project, as well as devices for interacting

with other sensors and I/O. Modules communicate using firmware over a

standard Ethernet connection, linking to host PCs and receiving an IP address.

In the network configuration adopted in this project (see figure 3.3.2) themotors

are connected through a wired network, each with its own router set for DCHP

and an on-board computer (Robot Control Computer). The Rosie mobile base

is equipped with a PC running Ubuntu, so the three wheels are already rigidly

connected. Instead, the arm’s motors are linked together in a chain via Ethernet

cables, with the first (m0) wired to the base. Off-board development is possible

by connecting to either the robot network or the office network via a separate Pc

( Development Computer).
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Figure 3.3.2: Network configuration adopted for this project

The actuators chosen for this project are the X-Series (in figure 3.3.3) that They

combine a brushless motor, geartrain, spring, encoders, and control electronics

in a small package that operates on standard DC voltages and communicates

via standard 10/100Mbps Ethernet. These actuators are intended to be full-

featured robotic components that can control position, velocity, and torque at

the same time. Each actuator also includes a variety of other sensors to measure

the following quantities:

• Angular Position (multi-turn absolute, +/- 4 turns)

• Angular Velocity

• Output Torque

• 3-axis Acceleration (Accelerometer / Gyro)

• Temperature

• Voltage

• Current

Figure 3.3.3: X-Series motors provided by Hebi Robotics
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3.3.2 Control strategy

As stated in section 2, a Cartesian space controller is used in conjunctionwith the

inner controller within the motors. According to the user manual provided by

Hebi Robotics (see completemanual in [9]), strategy 3 is chosen, where Position,

Velocity, and Effort PID controllers all directly sum to generate motor Pulse

WidthModulation (PWM) commands. Figure 3.3.4 summarize the all the other

possible strategies available to control the motors.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3.3.4: Different strategies proposed for the inner controller by Hebi
Robotics. In order strategy 2, 3 and 4 are reported.

A brief digression about PWM, for sake of completeness, is required before

discussing the controller. PWM, that stands for Pulse-Width Modulation, is a

method of providing an arbitrary effective voltage to the load (in this case, the

motor) by switching on and off theDC supply. The output voltage is proportional

to the percentile of time when the switch is turned on (called duty cycle). The
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PWM switching frequency must be high enough so that the load is not affected.

The frequency for X-series motors are set to 20kHz which is appropriate for DC

motor control.

Following the calculation of the final PWM values a series of safety controllers

are run in all of the control strategies. These safety controllers may change the

PWM value based on factors such as bus voltage, motor winding temperature,

motor velocity, and position limits.

Moving to the proposed controller, the structure is presented in figure 3.3.5.

JA(q)†
Xd +

-
PID
Position

PID
Velocity

PID
Torque

K(q)

+

+

XEE q

X̃

g(q)
τ*

q*

·q*
·q

τ

+

+

+

q

q̃

Manipulator
u

Figure 3.3.5: Cartesian position controller adopted for the arms.

Analysis of Stability

As a first step, only the proportional terms within the PIDs are considered for

the following computations. Another assumption is that the input u and the real

torque provided by themotors τ are approximately equal. If the torque constant

Kτ is well estimated, this is reasonable ( that is quite simple with both torque

and current sensors available ).
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So the input u can be expressed as :

u = g(q) +Kτ
p ( g(q)− τ) + uq

considering : τ = u

u (In +Kτ
p) = g(q) (In +Kτ

p) + uq

Kuq = (In +Kτ
p)

−1

u = g(q) +Kuquq

(3.4)

where (In + Kτ
p) is clearly invertible, considering a diagonal gains matrix,

and uq is the contribution of the controller given by the position and velocity

proportional controller for the joint states q :

uq = Kpos
P JA

†(q)(xd − x) +Kvel
P (q̇d − q̇) (3.5)

and considering q̇ = 0, uq can be rewritten as :

uq = Kpos
P JA

†(q)x̃−Kvel
P q̇ (3.6)

Resorting to the Lyapunov theory explained in 2.1.1, a suitable function to prove

the stability of the controller is :

V (q̇, q̃ ) =
1

2
q̇TB(q)q̇ +

1

2
q̃TK q̃

V (q̇, q̃ ) = 0 , V (q̇, q̃ ) > 0 ∀q̇, q̃ ̸= 0

(3.7)

where q̃ is the Cartesian error, B the inertia matrix considered in 2.2 and K a

positive-definite matrix, namely ∀x ̸= 0 xTKx > 0.

Deriving w.r.t time the Lyapunov function :

V̇ (q̇, q̃ ) = q̇TBq̈ +
1

2
q̇T Ḃq̇ + ˙̃qTK q̃

using : Bq̈ = u−C(q, q̇)q̇ − F q̇ − g(q)

and q̇T
�
1

2
Ḃ −C(q, q̇)

�
q̇ = 0

V̇ (q̇, q̃ ) = −q̇TF q̇ + q̇T (u− g(q) ) + ˙̃qTK q̃

(3.8)
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and resorting to 2.6 and considering that ˙̃q = −q̇ , is possible to rewrite :

V̇ (q̇, q̃ ) = −q̇TF q̇ + q̇T
(
u− g(q)−KJA

†(q)x̃
�

(3.9)

Now, using the controller input from 3.4 and 3.6:

V̇ (q̇, q̃ ) = −q̇TF q̇ + q̇T
(
g(q) +KuqK

pos
P q̃ +KuqK

vel
P q̇ − g(q)−KJA

†(q)x̃
�

(3.10)

considering K = KuqK
pos
P , only the quadratic term relating to velocity is left

:

V̇ (q̇, q̃ ) = −q̇T
(
F +KuqK

vel
P

�
q̇ (3.11)

that is always negative for any q̇ > 0. So the system with the proposed control

input will converge to q̇ = 0, as fast as
KuqK

vel
P

 increases. To evaluate the
error q̃ instead is sufficient to evaluate the 2.2 with 0 velocity and acceleration,

so:

g(q) = g(q) +KuqK
pos
P JA(q)

†x̃

JA(q)
†x̃ = 0 ⇔ x̃ ∈ kerJA(q)

†(q)
(3.12)

If JA(q) is a non-singular square matrix, x̃must converge to 0.

Regarding the position’s integral action, proof of semiglobal practical stability

can be found in proposition 2 of [3]. The trial and error method is used to

obtain the coefficients, and the values chosen will be presented in the following

chapter.

3.4 Model : Gripper

The EE adopted for the arm, as mention above, is not provided by Hebi but

3D-printed and built directly in the laboratory. It is an adaptative gripper

which employs a Dynamixel2 AX-12A servomotor as actuator. A photo of the

2web site :http://www.dynamixel.com/list.php?dxl=x
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gripper is in 3.4.1. The communication with the servomotor is handled with an

integrated USB2AX and the power is provided by a DC-DC buck converter. All

the mount instruction can be found in the official KTH-SML github repository :

https://github.com/KTH-SML/kino_gripper.

Figure 3.4.1: Portrait of the Kino gripper

The schematic and some computation are presented here. The following

kinematics equations provide the gripper opening distance as a function of the

servomotor angle ψ. The inverse kinematics is not computed analytically but all

the possible values for ψ are pre-calculated and stored in a Look-Up table.

Starting from the four points :

D =
�
u+ (f − e) cos(γ), v + (f − e) sin(γ)

�
B =

�
u+ p+ b cos(ψ), v + q + b sin(ψ)

�
A =

�
u+ a cos(θ), Dy + h cos(−γ)

�
C =

�
u− r, v + s

�
(3.13)

considering u, p, v, q, b, a, c, g as constant and known values, some of these

can be rewritten as functions of the coordinates of the previously mentioned
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point:

c2 = (Ax − Bx)
2 + (Ay − By)

2

f 2 = (u− Bx)
2 + (v − By)

2

and resorting to law of cosines: f 2 =
(
g2 + b2 − 2gb cos(π − σ − ψ)

�
h =
√
c2 − e2

γ = acos
(
g2 + f 2 − b2/2gf

�
− σ

σ = acos(p/g)

e =
(
a2 + f 2 + c2

�
/2gf

(3.14)

is possible to find Ax as function of ψ without knowing θ:

c2 − f 2 = A2
x − 2AxBx + A2

y − 2AyBy − u2 + 2uBx − v2 + 2vBy

and defining : z =
(
A2
y − 2AyBy − u2 + 2uBx − v2 + 2vBy − c2 + f 2

�
considering : Ay = Dy + h cos(−γ)

Ax = Bx −
»

(B2
x − z)

(3.15)

And so the opening distance is 2Cx = Ax − r
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Figure 3.4.2: Schematic representation of the gripper.

Moreover in theKTH-SMLgithub repository is already provided theROS code to

implements the Kinematics model of the gripper and the related Look-Up table

for the inverse problem. So for each gripper a node will run to commands the

servo motor, receiving as input the gripper opening distance.

3.5 Mocap Capture Qualisys

The estimation of each object’s true location and orientation throughout the

experimental setup is required for the job, hence aMCS is used. The one adopted

is produced by Qualisys (figure 3.5.1 ) and it makes use of up to 12 cameras to

estimate each marker’s location in the arena.

Because the markers are all equal and lack communication technology (passive

markers), the software must associate each body to a certain pattern and shape

of the markers attached to it in order to distinguish a specific entity. Clearly,

at least three markers are required to define an object, generating a reference

frame centered in the middle of the surface bounded by the three points with
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the x, y-directions lying on this surface and the z-axis perpendicular. However,

establishing the z-axis direction is not unique. To avoid this uncertainty, an

additional marker is introduced that must be not coplanar with the others. In

a real-world setting, the number of markers is generally higher for two reasons.

The first is about the system’s robustness; if onemarker is lost from the cameras

or detaches from the body for any reason, the experiment has to continue

without interruptions. The second cause, on the other hand, is explained by the

presence of several similar objects. The greater the possibility that the pattern

of the markers is similar to other items, the more difficult it is to distinguish

between them. Thus increasing the number of markers the possibility of having

similar geometries decrease and so the system becomes more reliable.

Figure 3.5.1: MCS provided by Mocap Qualisys, URL: https://www.qualisys.
com/
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Chapter 4

The proposed controllers

Most of the literature regards mobile manipulators as a unified object in which

the DOF of the base and the arm are summed and so only one controller is

involved to satisfy the tasks [16].

Instead, the base and the armare viewed as twodistinct entities in thiswork. As a

result, both the structures can be flexibly interchanged with different hardware

without needing to modify the entire controller, but only the part concerning

the structure replaced. For example, if, instead of the presented ”omnibase,” a

”Turtle-bot” base or a ”4-wheels” basewith its own control scheme is substituted,

the command structure should remain unchanged.

So essentially 2 macro controllers work in parallel to manage the entire

formation. The first one aims tomove all the robot bases with the goal of keeping

the object in the formation’s geometrical center. The second, on the other hand,

is designed tomove the grasped object inside the formation in the same direction

that the formation must move to reach the target position via commands to

the arms. It is significant to observe that the two controllers are not totally

independent because they both rely on the object position, which depends on

the commands from both controllers.

Moreover, as explained in section 3, all the positionmeasurements are provided

by the MCS and so each robot has access to the position of the all others and to

the position of the object to carry.
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The presence of MPCs, whose working principle was thoroughly explained in

chapter 2, recurs frequently in the controller’s structure. As previously stated,

this technique provides numerous benefits such as efficiency, reliability, and the

ability to asset some cost constraints. Because themodels used in themajority of

cases are very simple, as will be illustrated shortly, a PID could also achieve good

performance in such cases. So, the ability to add constraints drives the decision

to use an MPC. This will be used for obstacle avoidance, input limitations, and

state limitations, such as the carried object’s maximum velocity and angular

velocity.

4.1 Formation Bases Controller

The formation base controller is responsible for the motion of all the bases. In

figure 4.1.1 is possible to visualize the structure . Velocity commands are sent to

all the bases, which have the inner controller (see 4.2.3) to commute the velocity

references vdbase−i in velocity references for each wheel V1, V2, V3 , resorting to the

3.2.

In order to evaluate the object displacement, the Formation Position Estimator

block computes the center of the formation starting from the position of all the

bases ˆpbase−i,with i = 0, 1, 2.

Formation Bases Controller

Formation
Position 

Estimator

Fixed
formation
geometry

Base
Velocity

controller

Sensors

Figure 4.1.1: Graphical representation of the formation base controller

A graphical representation of the operating principle is provided in figure 4.1.2

: when the object is moved away from the formation’s center, a position

displacement δ̂ occurs and so a desired pose xdbase−i is computed for each base.
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In the following, the three main parts of the controller will be described in

detail.

B0.F.

B1.F. B2.F.

𝛅

ep0

ep1 ep2

Figure 4.1.2: Operating principle of the Formation Bases Controller

4.1.1 Formation position estimator

The chosen configuration of the robots for the formation is an equilateral

triangle, in this way the position of the center is nothing but the average of the 3

robot positions (see figure 4.1.3).

ˆpformation =
1

3

2X
i=0

pi (4.1)

To compute the orientation, the average method is applied too. Renaming for

simplicity pi = ˆpbase−i, θi = ˆθbase−i and taking into account fixed angles inside

the formation :

θi = arctan
�
−pyi + ˆpformation

y

−pxi + ˆpformation
x

�
− i2π

3

ˆθformation =
1

3

2X
i=0

θi (4.2)
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𝜽2

𝜽0

𝜽1

p0

p1

p2

W.F.

B0.F.

B1.F. B2.F.

pformation

Figure 4.1.3: The chosen formation structure, where the robots take up the
position of a equilateral triangle’s vertices

As a result of using 4.1 in conjunction with other computations, the following

formula is deduced:

ˆθformation = arctan
�
py0 + py1
px0 + px1

�
+arctan

�
py1 + py2
px1 + px2

�
+arctan

�
py2 + py0
px2 + px0

�
− 2π

3
(4.3)

4.1.2 Fixed formation geometry

As previously stated, the chosen formation is an equilateral triangle, and the

robots always remain in the triangle’s vertices. The side of the triangle is denoted

with L, the distance from the robots and the center is instead d, computed as

d = L/
√
3. From this, the following formula is derived:

ˆpbase−i
d = ˆpobject +R(θobject) a(i) with i = 0, 1, 2

where : a(i) =

�
d cos

�
π

2
+ i

2π

3

�
, d sin

�
π

2
+ i

2π

3

�� (4.4)

whereR(θ) ∈ S0(2) is the rotational matrix w.r.t. the object angle ˆθobject.

In this way, the orientation of the entire formation is aligned with that of the
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object. It is thus possible to rotate the formation by rotating the object slightly.

As a consequence of this fixed displacement between the formation angle and the

object, the entire formation continues to rotate until the object is not realigned

by the operator.

Base Orientation

The orientation of each base is computed independently from the

formation:

θdbase−i = ∠( ˆpobject − ˆpbase−i) (4.5)

In this way, each robot is always pointed at the object all the time.

Nevertheless, angle tracking is not always straightforward because commands

to achieve the desired orientation may involve an entire rotation in the opposite

direction. For instance, because the angle provided by the MCS is always

between −π and π, when the robots are close to the limit boundary, as π, small
oscillations of the object could cause this problem. To overcome the issue, a

function called get-minum-angle (gma)was created to return the smallest angle

between the current one and the target:

gma(θ) =

8>>>><>>>>:
θ = θ − 2π if θ > π

θ = θ + 2π if θ < −π

θ = θ otherwise

(4.6)

And so, the desired target angle that will be adopted becomes:

θdbase−i = θbase−i + gma(∠( ˆpobject − ˆpbase−i) − θbase−i) (4.7)

4.1.3 Bases velocity controller

This part of the controller aims to send commands in velocity to each base,

given its designed position. As mentioned in 3, a low-level controller is already
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implemented. Thus, it is possible to model each base as a simple integrator,

being directly commanded in velocity. However, the velocity input vdbase−i should

be evaluated w.r.t. the i− th base frame. In this case, considering a state space,

the model becomes slightly more complex and not more linear. Nevertheless,

according to 2, is possible to build an MPC that carries the system to stability.

Resorting to the cost function in 2.9, the minimization problem is :

min
u
V (t) =min

u

t+NX
τ=t+1

J(τ)

s.t. x(τ + 1) = Ax(τ) +Bu(τ)

s.t. ||u(τ)[0 : 1]||∞1 < vmax

s.t. |u(τ)[2]| < ωmax

(4.8)

where state under consideration is x = [ ˆpbase−i, ˆθbase−i] ∈ R3 and the following

matrices are taken into account:

A = 03 B = RW−Bi

Q =

26664
2000 0 0

0 2000 0

0 0 1000

37775 R =

26664
200 0 0

0 200 0

0 0 100

37775
(4.9)

The rotational matrix is computed from body to world frame and the values

within the weight matricesQ andR are empirically determined. The other MPC

parameters are chosen empirically too. In particular, the number of steps N

selected to looking forward in the future is 4 and the step horizon∆t considered

in the discretization in 2.17 is set to 0.1s.

About the input limitations, themaximum linear velocity vmax and themaximum

angular velocity ωmax are respectively 0.1m/s and 0.4rad/s .

1L-∞ norm is defined as ||v||∞ = maxn |v[n]|
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Rotations

A problem that has arisen during the experiments concerns rotations. Figure

4.1.4 illustrates the problem in a graphical manner to aid comprehension. When

the angle displacement between the formation and the object is big enough, i.e.

when the small angle approximation becomes no more valid, the shortest path

(the one in blue) leads to reducing the distance between the vertices and the

center ( from d1 to d2 in figure ). Because the arms controller is designed to keep

an object in the center of the equilateral triangle with an external radius of d1,

reducing that distance to d2 shrinks the formation and therefore more pressure

is applied to the object.

B0.F.

B1.F. B2.F.

d1

d2

Figure 4.1.4: Representation of the rotation’s issue

As a necessary consequence, a distance d = d1must remain constant throughout

the movement. To accomplish this, a term related to the distance J⋆ is added to

the cost function 2.9.

J⋆ =
t+NX
τ=t+1

Qd(||x(τ)− xbox(τ)||2 − d)2 (4.10)
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Both the distance maintenance and obstacle avoidance terms can be viewed as

strong constraints that must be met along the minimization path, but this can

lead to infeasibility issues in practice. As a result, the alternative proposed above

is to directly add a quadratic term to the cost function that is equal to zero when

the constraint is met and not when it is not. Another similar approach would be

to use strict constraints that can be relaxed by including a slack variable that is

minimized in the optimal solution.

4.2 Object Controller

The so-called Object Controller is responsible for the object motion within the

formation. So basically, it simulates the behavior of the human operator on

pushing or pulling the object in the desired direction to follow.

It’s characterized, as is possible to see from figure 4.2.1, by a pipeline structure.

At the top level, the Navigation Controller block provides the object’s desired

displacement δd , below stands the Displacement Controller that computes

velocity references vdarm−i for each arm, and for each, the Velocity Controller

computes the target positions for the related joints qdi . So essentially, when the

human operator wants to move the formation, this circuit is interrupted and so

the arms are commanded directly.
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Object Controller
1# Layer

Navigation Controller 
formation

3# Layer

Velocity Controller 
arms

Human
Operator

2# Layer

Displacement Controller 
object

Arms

PC input

Figure 4.2.1: Graphical representation of the Object Controller

4.2.1 Navigation Controller

The Navigation controller, at the highest level, performs the same functions as

the Bases velocity controller described above. In fact the central idea behind this

block is to build an MPC designed for the whole formation that, given a target
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pose xdformation, provides the displacement reference for the box δ
d. So as was

done above, resorting to the same minimization problem :

min
u
V (t) =min

u

t+NX
τ=t+1

J(τ)

s.t. x(τ + 1) = Ax(τ) +Bu(τ)

s.t. ||u(τ)[0 : 1]||∞ < δxy−max

s.t. |u(τ)[2]| < δθ−max

(4.11)

where state under consideration is x = [ ˆpformation, ˆθformation] ∈ R3 computed as in

4.1-4.2. The entire formation is modeled as a simple integrator considering the

displacement of the box δd w.r.t. the world frame. Thus, the following matrices

are taken into account:

A = 03 B = I3

Q =

26664
1100 0 0

0 1100 0

0 0 550

37775 R =

26664
700 0 0

0 700 0

0 0 300

37775
(4.12)

with the following chosen empirically MPC parameters :

N = 12, ∆t = 0.1, δxy−max = 0.06, δθ−max = π/16 .

Obstacle Avoidance

Bring into play an MPC, is possible to include additional terms within the cost

function to satisfy other tasks, for instance, such as avoiding collisions with

obstacles. In particular the following term :

J⋆⋆ =
t+NX
τ=t+1

Qo

(||x(τ)− xobstacle(τ)||2 − d)2
(4.13)

is added to 2.9, whereQo is the weight given to the obstacle avoidance constraint

and d theminimumdistance allowedbetween the center of the formation and the
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center of the obstacle (d1 in figure 4.1.4). The value chosen for Qo = 1000.

4.2.2 Displacement Controller

Another MPC is also involved in this level of the structure. To keep things

simple, only the kinematics of the object grasped (basically another integrator)

is considered, so other calculations to provide convenient inputs and outputs are

required. A graphical representation of the pre and post computation required

for the work process is reported in 4.2.2.

Formation
Position 

Estimator

Displacement controller

Object 
MPC

+

-

X
+

+

Additional
Parameter

Figure 4.2.2: Displacement controller structure

Starting with δd from the previous block, the target state is:

xd =
�
δdx, δ

d
y , z

d, ϕd, ψd, δdθ
�
∈ R6

where the additional parameters zd, ϕd, ψd can be freely chosen. For all the

experiments are respectively set to 0.1m, 0, 0.

The state instead is evaluated as the following:

x =
h
δ̂x, δ̂y, ẑobject, ϕ̂object, ψ̂object, δ̂θ

i
∈ R6

where : δ̂ =
h
δ̂x, δ̂y, δ̂θ

i
=

h
ˆpobject − ˆpformation, ˆθobject − ˆθformation

i (4.14)

At last, the input
�
u = vdobject, ω

d
object

�
∈ R6 is regarded as the object’s desired

velocity (linear and angular) w.r.t the world frame.
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Thus, resorting to the same structure of the MPC described above:

min
u
V (t) =min

u

t+NX
τ=t+1

J(τ)

s.t. x(τ + 1) = Ax(τ) +Bu(τ)

s.t. ||u(τ)[0, 1, 2]||∞ < vmax

s.t. ||u(τ)[3, 4, 5]||∞ < ωmax

s.t. ||vdarm−i||∞ < vmax for i = 0, 1, 2

(4.15)

with the following matricies considered:

A = 06 B = I6

Q = diag{8, 8, 8, 2, 2, 2}

R = diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 4, 4, 4}

(4.16)

As pointed out previously, the MPC are chosen empirically : N = 4, ∆t =

0.01, vmax = 0.3, ωmax = 0.1 .

The constraints are associated to the maximum velocity of the object as well

as the maximum velocity of the arms. The block uses the Grasp Matrix G

knowledge to estimate them. This matrix is created by simply stacking the

grasping position points of the EE with respect to the object’s center. These

positions are evaluated at the start and remain relatively constant throughout all

movements. Knowing this, the desired velocities of the arms can be calculated

as follows:

vdarm−i−WF = vdobject + ωdobject ×Gi (4.17)

That formula is obtained by assuming that in order to move the box with the

desired linear velocity, all of the armsmust move at the same velocity. To obtain

an angular velocity in the object, another contribution is required (different for

each arm).

However, the velocity must then be evaluated in relation to the reference frame
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of the i− th Rosie before being sent to the next and final block, so:

vdarm−i = RBi−W vdarm−i−WF (4.18)

This system enables the object to be manipulated by defining any possible

orientation to be tracked. Because only linear velocity commands are considered

in the following block, the velocity sent in this manner is a vector in R3, but to

be processed it is transformed into a vector in R6 as the following :

vdarm−i −→ [vdarm−i, 0, 0, 0] ∈ R6

The decision to send velocities rather than directly position was made at first

to avoid instabilities caused by inaccuracies in the model’s knowledge and

to make the movements smoother. Some initial trials were performed using

an effectively position controller, but the results were as expected, so the

method based on velocities was chosen. Furthermore, when sending velocities,

the position of each arm is not taken into account, increasing the system’s

robustness in the event of an underestimation of that.

Another notable feature of this object model, which does not account for

dynamics and instead relies on the possibility of imprinting a velocity, is its

independence from the object mass. It is thus possible to manipulate various

objects without having to perform a complex estimation procedure at the

outset.

4.2.3 Velocity Controller

The closing block is associated to processing the joint state reference qdi for each

arm with i = 0, 1, 2, beginning with the desired velocity for the EE.

To track a velocity reference, the Cartesian position to be sent to the arms is

computed with an integrator, and any position is maintained whenever the

received velocity is 0. In order to provide a starting position for the arms position

controller in 3.3.2 a desired position xdi is considered at the start. Instead, the

ϕd, ψd, θd angles are chosen to follow the orientation of the object and keep the
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grippers aligned at all times.

Considering directly the discrete implementation:

x⋆i (k) = xdi (k) + vdarm−i(k)∆t (4.19)

where δt is the step time at which vdarm−i is updated and the desired state is used

instead of the actual one. This is extremely useful for controlling the orientation

of the end effector without interfering with the velocity controller. Starting from

an equilibrium point xi(k) ≈ xdi (k), without sending any other commands, the

result should be the same as using the actual position. As a result, the following

are used to send angular references , in particular for the θ angle, which varies

the most during the experiments:

θdi = gma(θobject − θbase−i + π) with: i = 0

θdi = gma(θobject − θbase−i) with: i = 1, 2
(4.20)

where gma is the same function described in 4.6.

Using 2.5, the reference for the joint states is thus :

qdi (k) = qi(k) + JA
† (xdi (k) + vdarm−i(k)− xi(k)

�
∆t (4.21)

Gravity Compensator:

The actuator torque required to maintain a fixed position, caused by the weight

of robot links, can be a significant problem. A common method used in

robot design to establish balance throughout the range of motion is gravity

compensation. With the same procedure adopted in [15], an offline estimation

of the gravity and friction forces is computed in order to obtain a reliable gravity

compensator term inside the controller. First of all, to easily compute the input

u, the controller structure (in 3.3.5) is simplified using only a proportional

controllerKp in the joint space. Thus the contribution of the gravitational force

is parameterized through the vector θ and at an equilibrium point q the following
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applies:

W (q)θ + fs = Kp(q
⋆ − q) (4.22)

where fs is the friction force, q⋆ is the desired position and

W (q) =

2666666664

w11(q) w12(q) . . . w1(n−1)(q) w1n(q)

0 w22(q) . . . w2(n−1)(q) w2n(q)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0 . . . w(n−1)(n−1)(q) w(n−1)n

0 0 . . . 0 wnn(q)

3777777775
wij(q) = ḡT

(
∂Rj

B/∂qi
�
pj

(4.23)

with Ri
B the rotation matrix of frame i with respect to the base frame, pi the

directional vector in frame i pointing to the center of mass mi of link i and ĝ =

[0, 0, 9.81]T .

At this point evaluating 4.22 at 2 different points q⋆1, q
⋆
2 and considering the

2 errors e1, e2 w.r.t. the actual positions q1, q2, is possible to cancel out the

friction term fs, that is quite the same for both the two positions, just making

the difference:

W (q2)θ −W (q1)θ = Kpe2 −Kpe1

W (q2)−W (q1)θ = Kp(e2 − e1)

θ̂ = Kp(W (q2)−W (q1))
†(e2 − e1)

(4.24)

then the friction force can be estimated :

f̂s = Kpe1 +W (q1)θ̂ (4.25)

4.3 Starting Procedure and Flowchart

The starting procedure used during the experimental setup will be explained in

this segment, as will the flowchart in 4.3.1.

First, the robots wait for a connection with theMCS, which provides the position

of all the robots and the object. The Arms then begin to move to a predefined
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configuration, opening the grippers. Meanwhile, the formation base controller

begins to fulfill its part by providing instructions to the bases in order for them

to reach the target position around the object.

Once the final formation geometry has been completed, a request to close the

grippers is committed; if the grippers are still open, they are closed. The arms

then set a small velocity along the x direction of the box to generate force and

reduce the possibility of losing the grasped item (”push box” block in the figure).

When a desired position and then a target displacement are received, the arms

start moving in order to produce the object’s displacement. This causes the

bases that are no longer in the target position to be triggered. As a result, until

the target displacement is set to zero, the formation will move to the desired

position.
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waitfalse

true

positions
received

Initialize Arm

open Grippers

move bases

wait

false

 true 
bases target 

positions reached

close Grippers push  box

 false 

true

target 
displacement 

received

START
Desired Position

Navigation
MPC

target displacementwait

true

 false grippers 
 open

WAIT for new
commands

move arms

Figure 4.3.1: Work flow described graphically by a flowchart.

4.4 ROS implementation

The ROS realization of the control scheme described above is presented below

(figure 4.4.1 depicts that structure). Starting from the lowest level, a node

to control the gripper (”RosieX-gripper-node”), the arm (”RosieX-arm-node”)

and the base (”RosieX-base-node”) is implemented for each ”RosieX” withX =

0, 1, 2. These nodes are executed directly inside the Robot Control Computer,

which is present on each base, using the network structure described in 3.3.2.

Instead, all of the other nodes run in parallel on a lab’s remote PC.

The decision to assign each part of the controller to a separate node and have
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them communicate via dedicated topics was made specifically to allow all parts

of the code to run simultaneously. The PC cannot handle every script at the same

time, so this is clearly not true simultaneity, but a high CPU clock can achieve

comparable results.

Because each of nodes’ roles was thoroughly explained above, only a few notes

about the code implementations will be reported here.

4.4.1 Code Features

First of all a topic called ”/Formation/init” is created to establish a

communication channel between most of the nodes. Text messages are used to

initiate or terminate different operations. For instance, when a ”RosieX-base-

MPC” reaches the target position around the object, amessage ”close-gripper-X”

is sent to ”Arm-node”. If the grippers are not already closed, the latter collects

these messages until it receives them from all the three nodes ( namely the

aforementioned message with X = 0, 1, 2). At which point the node is allowed

to send commands to close all the gripper simultaneously.

Another method adopted to improve safety and prevent problems caused by

lack of communication is reported in the following. The data from the topics is

stored in variables within each node and thus remains constant if not updated.

Thus a counter is implemented to track the time between receiving critical data

messages. If this time exceeds a certain threshold (say, half a second), the node

is stopped until new data arrives. It is therefore possible to avoid potentially

dangerous situations in the event of data loss between nodes. Such is extremely

crucial, for example, with velocity commands sent from ”BOX-MPC” to ”Arm-

node” because if transmission fails, the arm may continue to move without

control. Since all of the nodes are connected in cascade, this feature makes it

possible to halt the system by simply interrupting the communications at the

top level.

The entire code, with all the scripts and the classes adopted can be found at

https://github.com/Achille1998/Collaborative_Transportation.git.

In particular four classes are developed: one for the arm, one for the base, one
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for the object and one for the entire formation. Inside each class is present all

the code to subscribe and publish in the related topics as well as the code to run

the algorithms (like the MPC algorithm proposed in 1 . In this way the scripts

are simplified, initializing only the object and running methods in loops.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

In this chapter, the numerical results and related graphs are presented

to demonstrate the controller’s feasibility. The hardware and settings are

extensively described in section 3, but a brief summary is provided here.

Three mobile manipulators called rosie, designed by Hebi Robotics, are

employed for the purpose of the experiments. Each rosie is made by an

holonomic mobile base with 3 omni-wheels and a 6 DOF robotic arm. The

EEs, on the other hand, are adaptative grippers, called Kino gripper that are

not provided by Hebi but 3D-printed and built directly in the laboratory.

All the data from the experiments are saved resorting to rosbag package, which

allows saving all the topics from the Ros environment in order to replay the

information flow offline. Some videos have also been recorded and can be found

at the URL: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBgQH-vvFeMrxny7d6Ch-fw.

All of the tests take place in the Smart Mobility Lab (SML),which is located on

the KTH campus, in Stockholm. Here an effective combination of automatic

control, computer science, and mechatronics is being used to develop the next

generation of mobile systems for intelligent transportation and smart driving.1.

Figure 5.0.1 shows a view of the LAB from the top. The dashed line represents

the working limits of the motion capture and the reference frame is reported

1The web page of the laboratory can be found in https://www.kth.se/is/dcs/research/
control-of-transport/smart-mobility-lab/smart-mobility-lab-1.441539
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too. In particular the dimensions are, respectively, in the x, y directions, 5m and

4m.

x

y

z

Figure 5.0.1: Picture of the Smart Mobility Lab from the top.

5.1 Assumptions

As previously stated, some assumptions are made in order to avoid considering

aspects that are unnecessary to this work and to simplify the experimental setup.

For the sake of convenience, all the assumptions are summarized below :

• Along with all the trajectories, the formation geometry remains static. The

bases cannotmove too far away from the vertices of the equilateral triangle

with the object in the center.

• The position of all the robots and the object, as well as the obstacles,

is provided by the MCS. As a result, all the agents are aware of the

object’s location, shape, the target position for the entire formation, and

the position of the other robots and obstacles.

• In order to lift the object, the grasping points where the EE tries to pick the

object are predetermined and computed as relative positionsw.r.t. object’s

center.
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In the next paragraphs, single elements of the controller scheme will be tested

separately to reach, in the end, the final experiments, in which all the parts are

involved simultaneously.

5.2 Test arm velocity controller

In this first test, the velocity arm controller, described in 4.2.3 is subjected to

analysis to demonstrate the accuracy and absence of latency. This is critical

because the MPC designed for the object in the Object controller, in order to

function properly,must be able to imprint velocity using to the arms. To evaluate

this, somemarkers of the MCS was added only for the purpose of measuring the

velocity of the EE and relating it with the commands sent.

Figure 5.2.1 shows this comparison.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

0.15

0.10

0.05

0.00

0.05

0.10

Axis x
velocity
target velocity

Figure 5.2.1: Test concerning the velocity tracking by the arms: [m/s][s]

The horizontal axis represents the time in seconds, while the vertical axis

represents velocity in meters per second. The velocity trajectory to be followed

is a sinusoid with a frequency of 5 rpm and an amplitude of 0.5 m/s. Despite
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the presence of a significant noise in the measurements, due to marker position

oscillations, it’s clear that the robot is capable of good tracking, and thus this

first part of the controller is validated .

5.3 Test gravity compensator

Secondly, the subject of the test will be the gravity compensator. In order to

validate the procedure explained in 4.2.3, twenty different randomly chosen

joint states are considered. In figures 5.3.1, 5.3.2 is represented the comparison

between the real torque and the estimated one by the gravity compensator. To

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

4

6

8

10

12

Joint 1
torque
estimation

Figure 5.3.1: Test of the gravity compensator performance on joint 1: [N/m][s]

examine the difference at the steady state, a few seconds are added after each

movement to evaluate the contribution of only the gravitational term. Because

it is greater at the top of the arm , with the entire structure to be lifted, the second

and third joints were chosen for the test.

As previously stated, the x-axis considers time in seconds while the torque

is measured in N/m. The latter is obtained using torque sensors, which are
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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4
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2

1
Joint 2

torque
estiimation

Figure 5.3.2: Test of the gravity compensator performance on joint 2: [N/m][s]

standard on all motors (for more information, see section 3.3.1).

The testing indicates that the estimate is close enough to the true value. Because

the integral action exists within the controller, even a rough estimate is sufficient

to achieve a null steady-state error.

5.4 Test displacement controller

The movements in the 3D space of the box through the three arms together

are considered in the third test. Because the entire controller is now up and

running, a portion of the disturbances are caused by themovements of the bases

during the test. Figures 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 presents the reference provided by the

Navigation controller, described in 4.2.1 and the real displacement of the box,

estimated as using 4.14 and 4.1.
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Figure 5.4.1: Test concerning the displacement on axis x: [m][s]
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Figure 5.4.2: Test concerning the displacement on axis y: [m][s]
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0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175
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0.12
Axis z
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Figure 5.4.3: Test concerning the displacement on axis z: [m][s]

The time in seconds is considered for the horizontal axis while the target and

measured displacements are expressed in meters.

Even if the tracking appears to be imprecise, it is not particularly important in

practice because what matters most is the direction of the movements.

Furthermore, the presence of delay can be explained by the maximum velocity

constraints for the arms and the maximum velocity permitted for the bases.

These limits are set to prevent the box from falling due to highmechanical stress

situations.

5.5 Test base velocity controller

The final component to be evaluated separately is the Base velocity controller

described in 4.1.3. The target position is computed as in 4.4, taking rosie1 into

account (i = 1 in the formula), starting from the position measured by the

Motion Capture System, which provides the robot’s position too. Graphs 5.5.1

and 5.5.2 show the results.
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0 50 100 150 200
1.5
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0.5
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target
rosie1

Figure 5.5.1: Test to verify the tracking by the MPC base on the x axis: [m][s]
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Figure 5.5.2: Test to verify the tracking by the MPC base on the y axis: [m][s]

The x-axis represents time in seconds, while the y-axis indicates the position, in

meters, of the mobile base rosie 1 (the blue solid line ) and the target position
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(the orange dashed one).

Because the object was not attached to the base at first, the distance to cover was

considerable. After that, the position error remains always very small because

the arms’maximum displacement is 0.06m. So, as expected, the tracking is

flawless, attributable to the object and the robot attached.

5.6 Test circle tracking with fixed orientation

To assess the formation’s ability to reach different points in the plane, the target

positions sent to the robots in this test follow a circular trajectory:

xdformation =
h
r cos(ωt) , r sin(ωt),

π

2

i
ω =

2π

T
, T = 180 s, r = 0.5m

considering xdformation as defined in 4.2.1, which represent the position in the x, y

directions and the desired formation orientation around the z axis. In this case,

is fixed and set to π
2
. The reference for the z-axis is instead set to 0.1m. Figure

5.6.1 and ?? show the comparison between the reference and the position of the

formation obtained as in 4.1.

0 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200
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target

Figure 5.6.1: Circle tracking by the entire formation in the the x axis :[m][s]
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Figure 5.6.2: Circle tracking by the entire formation in the the y axis :[m][s]

Some errors in the tracking are due mostly to arms’s difficulty in precisely

moving the object, as observed in the test dedicated above to validating the

displacement controller.

Throughout this text, next figures 5.6.3 and 5.6.4 highlight the mechanism of

the Displacement controller. The same structure as the graphs described above

is used, and the controller’s expected behavior is also reported ( the dashed green

line in the figure).

To be specific, in order to track the circle, the object should either compute

a circle with the same frequency ω and amplitude defined by the maximum

allowable displacement:

δ̂dformation =
h
δxy−max cos

�
ωt+

π

2

�
, δxy−max sin(ωt), 0

i
It is critical to remember that this behavior is what we could expect from an ideal

model, without taking into account all of the real-world interactions, such as

delays and elastic and compression factors during the manipulation of the box.

Despite this, the results are satisfactory, and the object’s movements are close
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Figure 5.6.3: Displacement of the object during the circle tracking respect the
target and the expected behavior in the x axis: [m][s]
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Figure 5.6.4: Displacement of the object during the circle tracking respect the
target and the expected behavior in the y axis: [m][s]
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to the expected performance.

5.7 Test circle tracking with orientation

The preceding test is repeated, but with a non-constant reference for the angle

of the formation and using the same parameters as before:

xdformation =
h
r cos(ωt), r sin(ωt), 0.1,

π

2
+ ωt

i
Figure 5.7.1 depicts the trajectory tracking in the xy−plane, whereas figure 5.7.2
captures some frames of the robots moving along the circle2.

0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

X-Y plane

formation position
target

Figure 5.7.1: Tracking of a circle by the entire formation with a non constant
orientation reference in the x− y plane : [m][m]

In this test, maintaining a fixed displacement for the box (in the x direction

relative to the formation’s reference frame) while the orientation is changed to

2Due to technical difficulties during the recording, a full video of this test is not available at
the URL mentioned above.
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follow the circle is where the robots will encounter the most trouble.

Problems with the quantification of the formation’s angle in particular also arise

because every robot’s movement can influence the estimate. Despite all that, the

results are quite good and demonstrate that this controller can compute turning

maneuvers.

Figure 5.7.2: Some snapshots of the test concerning the tracking of a circle with
a non-constant formation reference angle.

5.8 Test obstacle avoidance

The last experiment, which does not require the presence of a human operator,

demonstrates the system’s ability to change the path to reach the target position

in the presence of an obstacle. The trajectories computed are illustrated in the

image 5.8.1. Different lines are drawn to illustrate how the formation behaves

differently depending on whether or not there are obstacles present. The solid

red line is the way to reach (−1.0,−1.5) starting from (1.0, 1.0), affected by the

obstacle’s presence. In contrast, the dashed red line indicates the path calculated

by the formation from (−1.0,−1.5) to (1.0, 1.0) without the obstacle.
Obviously, this is not an optimal path, but it is sufficient to avoid colliding
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0.5
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formation position with obstacle
formation position without obstacle
obstacle
target position

Figure 5.8.1: Representation in the xy−plane to prove the capability of the
system to avoid an obstacle : [m][m]

with the obstacle and remain in a safe region. Other tests with obstacles in

movements have been conducted, but the size of the arena in which the motion

capture is capable of providing measurements makes it difficult to achieve

satisfactory results.

5.9 Test human interaction

Ultimately, a human operatormoves the formation directly in this final test. The

gravity compensator mode is activated as soon as the robots lift the object, and

the new positions of the object are preserved as long as the operator maintains

contact.

Image 5.9.1 reveals a frame of the video with the related URL in the description,

while figures 5.9.2 and 5.9.3 report the position of the formation and the

displacement decided by the operator.

In this representation, the real displacement was multiplied by a factor of 10 to

make both lines visible in the same graph.
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The box is pushed in the x direction at the start (T ≈ 10 s), and after a delay of

approximately 5 seconds, the formation begins moving in that direction until

the displacement returns close to zero (T ≈ 25 s). As a result, the operator

has complete control over the formation, allowing him or her to move it to any

desired location.

Figure 5.9.1: The URL of the complete video can be found at:
https://youtu.be/mfdn_poNz6s
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Figure 5.9.2: Position and displacement under human control on axis x: [m][s]
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Figure 5.9.3: Position and displacement under human control on axis y: [m][s]
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Conclusions

A centralized controller to supervise three mobile manipulators is presented in

this work. It is demonstrated that the controller is able to achieve the two main

challenges described in the introduction: enabling collaborative transportation

and allowing a human operator to directly control the formation.

Starting through the existing research, both pushing and pulling approaches are

used, being in the presence of grippers. The geometry of the formation is static

and an equilateral triangle is chosen, with one robot at each of its vertices and

the object being handled and so lifted in the middle.

Two main blocks make up the planned controller: one deals with the bases

(Formation Bases Controller), the other with object manipulation (Object

Controller). Model Predictive Control techniques are used in both blocks, but

mainly for manipulation, where multiple ones work in cascade, adopting a

pipeline structure.

The controller’s essential function is as follows: the motions of the object signal

the direction in which the bases must move, and the positions of the bases are

feedback that govern the position of the object within the formation. The benefit

of this construction is the possibility to easily replace the object controller with a

Human operator who can accomplish the same job, moving the object to control

the entire formation.

In this sense, the displacement of the object within the formation is the implicit
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chosen method that the operator can use to communicate his intentions to the

robots.

The controller’s feasibility is validated in a real-world implementation through

using ROS environment and mobile manipulators from Hebi robotics. Initially,

each component of the controller was tested separately to assess its behavior.

The results of the experiments demonstrated that all part performs satisfactorily.

Following that, the entire controller is tested, exhibiting the predicted behavior,

basically allowing the formation to achieve any goal position and orientation,

while effectively preventing the object from falling. Moreover another test

validated the controller’s capacity to avoid collisions with obstacles whose

positions were unknown in advance.

In the last experiment, a human operator demonstrates complete control of the

formation, allowing him or her to maneuver it to any desired place.

6.1 Future Work

Additional avenues of future research include the possibility of developing an

algorithm based on a decentralized control system. In this scenario, the robots

cannot have complete information and must rely on local estimates.

An alternative approach would be to increase the amount of information

available at the start about the environment in order to perform path planning

based on sample methods, such as RRT.

In addition, future implementations could include the ability to manipulate

heavier objects while operating close to arm configuration limits.

The final aspect that could be improved is collision avoidance. To increase

safety between the robots, an obstacle avoidance term could be included in the

minimization problem inside each base controller.

In this way, a less rigid geometry can be achieved, allowing bottlenecks to be

overcome and obstacle collisions to be avoided without relying on the global

navigation controller for the entire formation.
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